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DVD 363.728 T
2013
Trashed [videorecording] / Blenheim Films presents a film by Candida Brady; produced by Candida
Brady & Titus Ogilvy; written & directed by Candida Brady.
Looks at the risks to the food chain and environment through pollution of our air, land, and sea by
waste.
DVD 616.852 O
2011
OC87 [videorecording]: the obsessive compulsive major depression bipolar Asperger's movie / Fisher
Klingenstein Films; OC87 Productions; executive producer, Bud Clayman; producers, Glenn Holsten,
Scott Johnston, Bud Clayman; writers, Scott Johnston, Bud Clayman.
A documentary about Bud Clayman who struggles with OCD and Asperger's syndrome and how his
mental illness interrupted his film making career. Thirty years later, he is directing the movie of his
journey to recovery.
DVD BEAU
2013
Beautiful creatures [videorecording] / Alcon Entertainment presents; a 3 Arts Entertainment/Belle
Pictures production; produced by Erwin Stoff ... [et. al.]; written for the screen and directed by
Richard LaGravenese.
When newcomer Lena arrives in the small town of Gatlin she quickly captures the attention of
Ethan, who only wants to escape what he views as a boring and dead end town. He quickly gets
more than he bargained for. Together, they uncover dark secrets about their respective families,
their history and their town.
DVD BLET
2013
The Bletchley circle [videorecording]: cracking a killer's code / PBS.
Four women who worked as codebreakers at Bletchley Park have taken up civilian lives. Susan has
collated data about a series of murders. She tries to convince the police she knows where another
body is, but they are unable to locate it and dismiss her. She turns to her three friends and they
work out where the next victim will be taken, find the body, and then decide they are the only ones
who can track down the killer.
DVD GANG
2013
Gangster squad [videorecording] / Warner Bros. Pictures presents, in association with Village
Roadshow Pictures, a Lin Pictures/Kevin McCormick production; written by Will Beall; produced by
Dan Lin, Kevin McCormick, Michael Tadross; directed by Reuben Fleischer.
Los Angeles, 1949. Ruthless mob king Mickey Cohen runs the show in this town, reaping the illgotten gains from the drugs, guns, and if he has his way, every wire bet placed west of Chicago. And
he does it all with the protection of not only his own paid goons, but also the police and the
politicians who are under his control. It's enough to intimidate even the bravest, street-hardened
cop, except for the small, secret crew of LAPD outsiders who come together to try and tear Cohen's
world apart.

DVD LUCK
2013
Lucky [videorecording] / Film Movement and How Town Film Productions, LLC, in association with
Out of Africa Entertainment present; producers, Lance Samuels, Christopher J. Wilmot; written and
directed by Avie Luthra.
A 10-year-old South African orphan leaves his Zulu village to make his own life in the city, only to
find no one will help him, except a formidable Indian woman.
DVD PARE
2013
Parental guidance [videorecording] / Twentieth Century and Walden Media; a Chernin
Entertainment/Face Productions, Inc. production; produced by Billy Crystal, Peter Chernin, Dylan
Clark; directed by Andy Fickman; written by Lisa Addario & Joe Syracuse.
"Oldschool grandparents Artie and Diane get more than they bargained for when they get stuck
babysitting their type-A daughter's overprotected kids. But things go from hectic to hysterical when
Artie realizes the kids are running the house with their newfangled technology. By playing by his
own rules, which include sugary snacks, old fashioned games, and tough love, Artie manages to
outsmart the kids and achieve the impossible - bringing the family closer together."--Container.
DVD SAME
2004
Same time next year [videorecording] / Universal; Mirisch Corporation; a Walter Mirisch-Robert
Mulligan production; director of photography, Robert Surtees; screenplay by Bernard Slade;
produced by Walter Mirisch and Morton Gottlieb; directed by Robert Mulligan.
A chance meeting between an accountant and a housewife results in a 26-year affair where they
meet only once a year.
DVD TORN
2005
Tornado [videorecording] / First Look Media release MNU Image presents a Media Pro
Pictures/Studio Eight/GFT Entertainment production; a film by Alain Jakubowicz.
A photographer chases tornados and finds that a cult is able to influence these storms.
DVD TOYS
2012
Toys in the attic [videorecording] / a Eurocine & Hannover House presentation of a Bio Illusion film;
directed by Jiri Barta; produced by Miloslav Smidmajer; English adaptation written, producecd &
directed by Vivian Schilling.
A visual feast combining multiple forms of animation into an enchanting and fantastic adventure for
the entire family. When the lovely Buttercup is kidnapped and held prisoner by The Head, it is up to
her friends--a teddy bear, a mechanical mouse and a marionette puppet--to cross the international
boundary and attempt their daring rescue.
J DVD FLIG
2009
The flight of dragons [videorecording] / a Rankin/Bass production; screenplay by Romeo Muller;
produced and directed by Arthur Rankin, Jr. & Jules Bass.
To stop the sinister Red Wizard Ommadon from destroying nature, the Green Wizard Carolinus
snatches Peter, a man of science and magic, from the 20th century to capture Ommadon's
empowering red crown. Peter is helped on his quest by a fire-breathing dragon, an elf, and a knight.

